A bst rart :
Introduction
The Voronoi diagram has proved to be a useful tool in a variety of contexts in computational geometry. Our interest here is in using t.he diagram to simplify the planning of collision-free paths for a robot, among obstacles, the so-called generalized movers' problem.
The Voronoi diagram, as usually defined, is a strong deformafiou retract of free space so that free space can be continuously deformed onto the diagram. This means that the diagram is comp1et.e for path planning, i.e. Searching the original space for paths can be reduced to a search on the diagram. Reducing the dimension of the set t.o be searched usually reduces the t,ime complexity of the search. Secondly, the diagram leads t,o robust pat,hs, i.e. paths that. arc maximally clear of obstacles.
The Voronoi diagram generat.ed by a set, of points in a Euclidean space partit,ions the space into convex regions which have a single nearest point. under some (usually L2) metric. A gencraliced Voronoi diagram can be defined for points and line segnrenls in the plane (Lee and Drysdale, 1981) which partitions the plane into (generally non-convex) regions. In both cases t,he diagram is defined to be the set of points equidistant from two or more genrratars under the appropriate metric. This construction has proved to be useful for motion planning among a set of obstacles in configuration space (see t)'DSnlaing and Yap (1982) , 6 'Dtinlaing, Sharir, and Yap (1984) , Yap (1984) , and the textbook of Schwartz and Yap ( 1986) for an introduction and review of t.he use of \'oronoi diagrams in motion planning).
Its virtue for motion planning is t.hat the diagram is a strong deformation retract of free space, i.e. the space out.side the obstacles can be continuously deformed ont.o the diagram. To find a path between two points in free space, it suffices t.o find a path for each point onto the diagram, and to join these points with a path that lies wholly on the diagram.
The simplified diagram has lower algebraic complexity than the Lz diagram. For example, in R3, the Lz diagram about polyhedral obstacles consists of quadric sheets; the simplified diagram is piecewise linear. In s2, the simplified diagram for polvgonal obstacles is a graph of straight lines, see fig. 1 . In general, the simplified diagram has the same degree as the algebraic obst.acle const.raint,s. However, it may not have linear size in the worst case.
One useful aspect of the simplified Voronoi diagram is that it. is naturally defined for the six dimensional configuration space of an arbitrary 3D polyhedron moving amidst 3D polyhedral obstacles. In general, it. has been considered difficult to define such a Voronoit,ype diagram in this case. Our definition elaborates a suggestion of Donald ( 1984) and Canny (1985) , who describe cert.ain Voronoilike properties of the algebraic set &+, ker(C!, -<',t ) for a set of __.. algebraic constraint.s {C:, 1. 0 1987 ACM 0-89791-2314/87/0006/0153 754 2 Object-Obstacle
Constraints
We briefly derive conditions for overlap of two polyhedral objects ;1 and R. A more comp1et.r derivation of an equivalent condition is given in Canny (EIG). The form we derive here is different. from (Canny R6) in t,hat it. uses a local test. for non-overlap, rat.her than overlap. We assume first t,hat A and B are convex, and then generalize t.o the non-convex case by taking the conjunct,ion of pairwise non-overlap predicates between convex pieces. The overlap predicates in Canny (86) generate a shallow (depth 2) AND-OR predicate tree, whose root. is a disjunction. It will be advantageous to make the predicate tree as deep as possible and it is also desirable for the root to be a conjunction. So instead we use the following test based on condit.ions for non-overlap.
Deficit ion.
For any face .f of a convex polyhedron A, the affine hull If off is the plane which contains ,f.
The affine hull of a face f defines two closed half-spaces, one of which contains A. We call this half-space the interior half-space, and denote it f-.
Finally, we define the wedge of an edge E of A as the intersection of the two interior half-spaces of the faces which cobound c. The wedge of E is denot,ed E, and it contains A.
Proof.
This condition is clearly sufficient for non-overlap, by convexity of A and B. Conversely, if A and I3 are disjoint, then t.here is a (not necessarily unique) non-zero short.est vertor between them. Let. pa and pi be the end-points of this vector in A and B respectively. If one of these points lies in the interior of a face f, then the test succeeds for any wedge of an edge in the boundary of f. If one of the points lies in the interior of an edge e, then the test succeeds for ?
The only case remaining is where pa and pg are both vertices. Let f be a face adjacent t.o pi, and such that pi lies outside the interior half-space f-, (there must be at least one such f, or pi would be contained in A). Then if B is also outside this half-space, the test succeeds for the wedge of any edge that cobounds f.
Otherwise, let W,, be t.he intersect.ion of the wedges of all edges that cohound ps. Let S be the plane passing through ps and Then pe is in t.he boundary of some wedge e of an edge E that cc~bountls ,n~. Now (e n 7) c (SE n f) and so by projection from
ButAc(SAnf-),so(~nA)=0,and the test succeeds for E. 0
Thus we can define the foliowing predicate for non-overlap FA,B of A and E from the above test:
where F,,,, , = ((c, n ci) = 0). The corresponding condition for overlap is in the form of a rortjunct.ion of disjunctions, as desired, a11r1 this is the form we will use in our development. If t.he object consists of several convex pieces A,, as do the obstacles B,, then the non-overlap predicate is the conjunction of pairwise predicat.es 
where II, is the outward normal of f, and cf is its distance from t.he origin. For C'A cg and C'e\ eg we need the following definit,ions:
Let dA and dB be ihe vect.or directions of eA and eg respectively, and let. PA be any point on EA. Let and H and T be !he head and tail vertex respect.ively of eg, then we have 
There is a similar form for the predicate FeA,ig. From (I), (2) and (6) we see that the overall form of the non-overlap predicate can be written as
3 The Voronoi Diagram
For motion planning, the configuration of object, A is variable. For a polyhedron in three dimensional space, the configurat.ion contains a position x E R3 and an orientation q E SO( 3) component, where SO (3) is the group of three-dimensional rotat.ions. Thus the fare normals, vertex locations, and edge direct.ions of A are all functions of x and 9. The predicate (7) is now also a function of the configuration (x, q), i.e.
The forms of the functions CII~r(x,q) are given explicitly in Canny (19gG), and they are algebraic if, say, a quaternion representation of rotaCon is used. The set of overlap configurations is called the configuration obstacle and is denoted CO = {(x,q)(-F(x,q)). It, may be t.hought, of as a physical obstacle in configurat.ion space t.o be avoided by a path planner. We now observe that. by letting posit.ive real values represent. logical one, and non-posit,ive values represent logical zero, t.hat. t.he min funct.ion imp1ement.s logical AND, and the max function implements logical OR. Thus an equivalertt form to (8) can be used as a measure of distance from the configuration obstacle, because it. varies continuously through configuration space, is positive at configurations out.side C'O, and non-positive at configurations inside ('0. Thus the configuration obstacle can be rewrit,ten as C'O = {p 1 p(p) < 0}, and it.s complement, the set of points in free space can be writ,ten F = {p ( p(p) > 0).
In order to define t.he Voronoi diagram under the distance measure p, we need a notion of closest feature. The closest features t,o a configuration (x, q) are t.hose <!,,,I which are critical in determining the value of p(x,q), that is, small changes in the value of C',)pl cause indentical changes in the value of p.
Definit.ion.
A constraint &fokola E {&k[) is ctitical at a configuration (x,q) if the value of <&Iokolo (x, q) equals t,he maximum (or minimum) value of every max (resp. min) ancestor of C!,olokCIG in the min-max t.ree in (10). i.e.
The slmpl<f;td l'otur~oi diagmm 1.. is t.he set of configurations in free space F at which at least two distinct constraints are critical.
It should be clear from the definition of criticality that V is semi-algebraic if the constraints C,,kl are algebraic. V is closed as a subset of free space. although it is not. closed in configuration space. Piotice that. 1' has no interior. since it is contained inside a finite set of bisectors, each of which has no interior. A bisector is the zero set of (C'zG?,.,~G;o -C(t:j,h,~,) for some pair of distinct constraints. It will prove useful to subdivide the Voronoi diagram illf 0 twn part 5:
The concat~ part of the Voronoi diagram V denoted cone(V) is the set. of configurations in F where two distinct constraints are critical, and t.he lowest common ancestor of these constraints in the min-max t.ree of (10) is a min-node.
The c~ntrc'+ part of the Voronoi diagram V denoted conv(V) is the set. of configurations in F where two distinct constraints are critical, and t.he lowest. common ancestor of these constraints is a max.nocle.
Notice that. t.hese two definit.ions are not mutually exclusive, because there may be points where more than two const.raints are critical. and wbicb satisfy both clefinit.ions.
Thus conv{V) and cmc( I') may overlap.
Completeness for Motion Plamling
Our key result is that any pat.h in F with endpoints in E' can be deformed (in F) to a path with the same endpoints lying entirely in V. We start with a path p : I -R3 X SO(3) lying in free space. p(l) c F, where 1 = (0, l] is the unit. interval. First, we assume &log that p intersect.s 1,' at. a finite number of points. We can do this because, as defined in the previous section. 1; is a semi-algebraic set, and by Whitney's (195i) result, it can 1)~ split int.o a finite number of manifolds, or strata. Since 1,' has no interior, all these manifolds have codim?nsion a.t least. on?. F<lr trlr,~, path p t.here is a path p' arbit.rarily close to p, which is an cmbrtlding of I, and so p'(J) is a l-manifold.
Almost every perfurl);lti<,rl of p' intersects all of the strat.a transversally, and tberrfor~~ at ;l finite number of points. We can choose such a perturhaticul tr) hr arbitrarily small, in particular, smaller than t.he minimum distimcc from p'(l) to CO. Such a perturbation gives a new pat,h p" which is path homotopic to p, and which has finite intersect.ion with 1'.
So we assume that p has m intersections with V, and t.hat these occur at. points p(s,) with 11, ~ ..I, E I, and z1 = 0 and X"> = 1. We then break each int,erval [T,,I;+~] in half, giving us two intervals sharing an endpoint. Thus we now have :'m -2 intervals each of which intersects 1; at. only one endpoint. Below we give homotopies for each of these intervals which continuously deform the image of the interval onto I'. Since all t.hese homotopies agree at their endpoints, they can be pasted together to give us a global homotopy which deforms p ont,o I'. For simplicity. v.~l assume the path segment is paramet.rized in the range J = 10, 1: and that p(0) E 1'.
The motion constraints C.',,~J are either A or C' predicates, (3) and (4), and all can be written in t.he general form below, called the parametrized plane equations by Lozano-Perez (1983).
Where N+.l(q) E g3 and c+(q) E Y? are both continuous functions of q. We assume that. t.he C~,,~~ are normalized so t llat IN,llrl(q)l = 1 for all q. Our objective is i.o continuously deform the pat,h p onto the diagram, and we use the N,,kl as 'normals' to push a point on the path p(l) away from t.he critical C',,r.l. We its5nm~ that. the set of positions is bounded by some set of conskaint 'wralln' of t,he same form as (l), so that a point. can be displaced only a finite distance in free space. We also assume that t.he workspare has unit diamet.er.
General position assumptions. The construction requires the following general position assumptions. First ~ suppose C' . ih t,ype C predicate (4). Then Nvkd(q) = dA(q) x dg. To normalize N ,,&J, we must divide by its magnitude, which must remain nonzero. Hence the set of configurations {qidA(dX&?=O)CS0(3) (13) must. not intersect the image of p. However, (13) is clearly of codimension 2 in SO(3), and hence by Sard's lemma t,herc is always an arbitrarily small perturbation of p which avoids (13) . Similarly, the set is also c)f rotlimension > 2 in R3 x SO(3), and we assume that ,a avoids it, as well.
We must define two different, homotopies depending on whethe] p(0) E cone(V), which is the simplest. case, or p(O) E conv(V).
Notice
path and for another constraint to become critical, it must first equal the first constraint, which can only occur at points on the diagram). Let the critical constraint be Cljkl. We define a homotopy Jo : I x I + g3 x SO(3) as Jo(t,u) = 7'(t) t ?1NtJd~&'(f))) (
where rrp(p( t)) is the orientation component of p( 1) and the addition symbol means we add the vector quantity ~N,~kl(rr~(p(t)) to the position component of p(t). The deformation above pushes points beyond the diagram, so we define a second homotopy Jr : I x I -+ 
Proof. From the delinit.ion of Ji we have Ji( t.0) = p(r) and .f,(t, 1) E couc( V). Also if p(O) F conc( 1') then u,.(O) : 0 so 7~'lC.r) 1 p(O). It remains to show t.hat Ji is continuous. First we notice that Je is continuous. (!ontinuity of Jr follows if we can show that u,(t) is continuous. Now Jc(t,u..(t))
is contained in the zero sets of all bisectors {(~Z,,~,k,l, --C.',,;l)}. Let. 11: (t) be a deformation onto a partzcular bisector:
u:(t) = inf{u ] Jo(t, u) E ker(C:,,,k,l, -C,rk[)} then u: is continuous because by definition
and differentiating
and t.l~rrrfore ,!,', t(( 1) is tinit.e, hera.use t.he denonrinator above is uouzero by our general position assumption. Now we observe t.hat. ?I, (I) cau be constructed by past.ing tog&her segments of u:(t) for various bisectors E conc(l'), and we must show that they agree at. their endpoints. The proof is by cont.radiction. Suppose we had with u:.(ti) # uF(tr) for u' and u" derived from dist,inct bisectors. Then since uC is the minimum of all such V, WC must. have u:(rr ) < uy(ti)
But this means that as u increases, Je(tr,u) crosses t.wo bisectors in cone(V) between CIJkl and ot.her constraint,s. This is impossible because all constraints C have IN(q)] = 1, and it follows that That is, all constraints increase no faster than Cllkl with the deformation parameter u. By our general position assumption if C:l,kl # C;'3'k'I' I t.hen t.he inequality in (22) is strict, and so if the clause c,!3!k'[' becomes critical at uz, it shares a min node lowest. ancestor with Ctjl,l, Since all constraints in the tree increase more slowly than c;,k[, the value of this min node will be less than the (23) so J(t,O) = p(t), and J(t, 1) = p'(t). 0
We apply the homotopy of lemma 4.2 to p to give us a pat.h p'. Applying the homot.opy Jr to the path segment p']li,,l cont,inuously deforms this path segment onto conc( 1.). Then we define a new homotopy which slowly "unravels" P'/,~,,;~ from p(0). All the points in this homotopy have the same orientation, and for each value of the deformation parameter II. the path ton4st.s of a linit,e number of straight line segment,s.
The constructivu is inductive and we start wit.11 a l~oniotopy that gives us two straight. line segrnent.s. If the oricutnt iou at the configuration p(O) is yr,, every point 011 the joining pr1.111 will a.lso have orient.ation q,,. We detiiie two vectors in posit.iou spare Nu and Me which will be used I.0 defiue the joiuiug pat II srgruc~ul.
Let (!,,kl and Cqi','p/' be the twlb rountrainth that are critical at. ~ N,,k,(q,,) ) is t.he normal vector to t.he rrit.ical constraint C'T,r.l at. orieniation q,,, and N,,J,k,, 
Now No lies in the plane of the bisector of the two constraints 111;11 are critical at p(O), but. it is possible that as 11, increasrs, .I,( ;, II) leaves the convex part of t.he diagram before reaching t.hc concave part. That. is, there may be bends in the convex part. of the dia.gram which must. be tracked. We must therefore stop the deformarion at this point by defining I/., = sup{u 1 &kl is critical throughout Jz( i, (0, u])
and once again we define a homot,opy which stops points when they reach the diagram:
of u,(l) in lemma 4.1, using the rate of change rondit.i!m in (:1(I) . 0 Proof. The proof is inductive. We define a sequence of partial homotopies, that is, maps J" : I x [zL~-~,u"] -F such t.hat J"(t,u") = Jn+l(t,u").
Then we show that the number m of partial homot.opies required is finit.e. lntlurtive hypof.hesis.
The inpu1 ttr our rnnst.ruction is a path p", a value of 11~ E I, and points t,, " illld 1; in I Sll<li t hi&t.
(i) p"(l) E conv(I/) for 1 < I;;
(ii) p"([tz,t;]) = {p"(l;)} C conv(V) (iii) C,,kl is critical on p"(l).
From C,]kl we use lemma 4.1 to define a homotopy J1 for the path segment p"j~~~,~] (reparametrized t.o I). Similarly, let Clt,J,k,ll be a constraint which is critical at p"( tt) and whose lowest common ancestor with c,,kl is a max node. For these two constraints, we use Lemma 4.3 to define an unravelling homotopy J3 of the path segment. p"l~,;,,:] (reparametrized to I). This gives us a value of u, as in (27), and we define u"+l = II" $ u,. Now J"+' can be defined where u<(t) = inf{ u 1 Jz(t,u) E conc(I;)}. and then we have:
Then 53 is a homotopy of p and a path p' such that.
(
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) follow immediately from the definition of JJ and J3. Part 1 iii ) stat.es that points in the int,erval (1 -:zlU, 1] that. arp mapped into I he diagram by p' are mapped int.0 t.he concave part of the diagram. For this we notice that (29) for f > 1 -it,, while J-(t,u) E conv(V) if t 5 2~. Therefore for 1 '> 1 .I j II the following is t.rue: ac:,,A.I(J?(t,.u)) au =1
So as II increases, all c0nst.raint.s increase no faster t.han Czjkl. So another constraint can only hecome rritical if it,s lowest. common ;Iurcstor wil h C',, ,.! is a min node, and such a configurat.ion must. be in ci~nc( 1').
F~I rrultinuily of .I:,. first. we not.ire t.hat J: is rontinuous, and J3 will be ront.inuous if u,(t) defined in (28) t.hen Jnf' is a homotopy because 53 and J1 agree on their in tersection, and Jx(0.u) = p"(t;). We can define a new path p*+'(t) = J "+'(t ."+I) and points , ti+' = 1," $ ?(t; -tz) and ,yt' = t; -?(t; -t:)
and it is readily verified that these satisfy the inductive hypothesis.
For the base case, we set. p" = p, 11' = 0 and tg = 0, 17 = 1, which clearly satisfies the inductive hypothesis.
Finiteness.
For termination, we must show that after a finite number of steps m, p"(t;) E cone(V). Suppose p"(tl) $13 cone(V), and let C',,l,kf18 he t.he constraint. (along with c',,?k,) which is critical at. p'! ( [f.; -i ,tg]), i.e. these are t,he constraints used to define the homot.opy J3 for J". A third constraint C!l,,j,,i;,,l,, is also critical at p"(l;l), by (27). This constraint has i max node lowest common ancestor wit,h C';,j,k.,iCr which implies that and from (24) it follows that (N~,N t N,yw). N,ypp < (N,,A., + N,t,rkn,r). N,v,,,~,,,,,
which implies N+ N,,j'k,l, < N,,ki N+"py (35) but. t.he condition (35) defines a t.otal ordering on the constraints distinct from c,,k[. That is, as u increases and p"(tz) is deformed according to some 52, a new constraint <:,"I"k"l" can only become critical if it satisfies condition (35). Once C'i"J,,k,,l,, has become crit.ical, C,'t,j,k,l, can never again become critical. Thus we need detine homotopies J" at most once for each constraint, and so their number m is bounded by the number of constraints.
We then construct Jr for the path segment pm]lt;,i] reparameterizcd to I. The final homotopy is defined for the range v E [urn, l] Proof.
We first apply the homotopy of lemma 4.2 to all path segments ~l[t,,t~+~] with an endpoint in conv(V). This does not displace endpoints in \.. Then we construct. a global homotopy J by pasting together homot.opies Ji for path segments with an endpoint in conc(l'), and homotopies 34 for the remaining path segments. The resulting homot,opy is continuous if these homotopies agree at their endpoints.
First.ly, both Ji and J4 to not tlisplare rndpoint.s in 1.. Therefore they agree at endpoints in 1'. At frw eurlpr>ints both satisfy the free tndpoint condition: Assume I Itat after repnrarrletriz;rt.ion, p( 1 ) is a free endpoint.. Then
with '1~~ = inf{u] p( 1) + ~N,~kl E cone(V)} thus J is continuous, and we define p'(t) = J(t, 1). Since J1(l, 1) c I' and J4(1,1) C V, we have p'(I) C V. 0 Finally, suppose that. in a motion planning problem we are given a st.art ronfigurat.ion (x, q) which is not on V. Then exactly one constraint C:ilk( is crit.ical there. We apply the homotopy Ji to the const.ant. pat.h at. (x,q) to attain the diagram; that is, we plan a straight-line path in direction N?,r.l(q) to reach V from the start.
The complet,eness condit,ion for motion planning has the following simple algebraic formulation.
Let, i : V L-) F be the inclusion map. Then if V is a euclidean Voronoi diagram, then it is a strong deformation retract. of F, and hence i induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups. In OUT case we have the weaker completeness condition that i induces an epimorphism: ( 'nrollary. ( Algcbmc fornmhfion of the compfrfness condition for molzon planning).
Let i : li it F be the inclusion map of the simplified Voronoi diagram in free space, with yu f I', and let. ni(S,r)
deno1.e t.he fundamental group of X with base point .I'. 'I'heii thr induced homomorphism i. : *,(I', yu) -7 rri(F, ye) is surjertivr.
Hence the fundamental group of F is isomorphic to t.he quotient group x1(\., yo)/ kera. This quotient. measures the structural ditferenre bet,ween F and 1'.
Complexity bounds
We have given a definition of the simplified Voronoi diagram 1. in the configuration space of a polyhedron in 3.space. This definition does not constitute an algorithm, so our bounds depend on the algorithm used with the diagram. We assume t.hat the diagram will be used as input to a version of the roadmap algorit.hm of C!anny (1986a). This algorithm computes one-dimensional skeletons of semi-algebraic sets in time (d o(r')nr logn) for a semi algebraic set defined by n polynomials of degree d in T variables. In our case t,he number of variables and the degree of the equat.ions are constants.
A naive bound ou the comp1exit.y of computing a skeleton ol V would be O(n'elogtr) if we are given n constraints, because the diagram is a subset of the zero sets of all O(n') bisectors of c0nstraint.s. This bound can be reduced to O(n'log n) by noticing that the diagram has a simple st.ratification (decomposition into a union of disjoint manifolds).
The diagram is a subset of the set of all nz-sect,ors, where an m-sector is the set of points where m constraints have the same value. If the constraints are in general posit,ion, each m-sector is a manifold of codimension m -1. Therp are O(n"') m-sectors, and by the codimension condition, nz must be less than or equal to 7. The comp1exit.y of comput,ing the skeleton of this stratification is O(n7 logn). While its worst case bounds are poor, the actual performance of the algorithm is expected to be much better, because 1' approximates the euclidean Voronoi diagram, as shown in figures 1 and 2. The evidence for this is that the complexity of the eurlidean Voronoi diagram for a set of n points in r dimensions is 0( rli'*i ), and the eurlidean Voronoi diagram for disjoint, line segments in the plane has linear size.
This coiijecture is supported by some experimental evidence. We have implemented an algorithm for constructing the himplitiett Voronoi diagram for t.he following configuration spaces: K':, t.he case of an arbit,rary polygon translat,ing in the plane amidst polygonal obstacles, and W' x S', which allows the moving polygon to rot.ate as well as translate. In many cases the size of 1' has been observed to remain roughly linear, as in fig. 1 , which our implementation produced.
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